CONCEPT DOCUMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Today, credit unions continue to face mounting challenges, some of which may threaten the survival of many,
if not all of these financial services cooperatives. The industry needs tools that can help it survive and thrive
amid ever mounting economic and operational pressures. Traditionally, credit unions have been known for
their willingness to work together and assist one another, providing each other support and information when
asked. Using this spirit of collaboration as a springboard, CUHarmony is designed to facilitate truly
meaningful collaboration that can benefit credit unions today and in the future.
Although many organizations, vendors and internet entities purport to assist with credit union collaboration,
none of those surveyed provided a tool to match credit unions with resources to share with other credit
unions looking for partners. Modeled on the eHarmony concept of matching single people to create
permanent couples based on like profiles, the CU Harmony website will provide credit unions the same
opportunity. By registering for the site, credit unions will be able to view postings from other credit unions
looking for collaboration partners or create their own post. By listing very specific collaboration needs and
offerings, the site will facilitate the matching of credit unions with like interests.
The benefits of such collaboration are self-evident in the efficiencies and cost savings gained from sharing
resources. However, until CU Harmony, no single source has provided the means of matching these credit
unions.

OPPORTUNITY
Organizations change, adapt and evolve. No matter what size or industry, every business experiences business
life cycles, each characterized by similar traits and expectations. As organizations move through these life
cycles, management must adapt to the changing requirements.
Stage

Strategic Focus

Investment Needs

Start Up
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• Launch and start
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Success

• Customer acquisition
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• Customer retention
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beyond existing loyalty case
• Exit strategy
• Exit
• Reversal of fortunes
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• Succession

• Business renewal
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• Capital erosion
• Capital needed for
rejuvenation

• Stable

Stable or
decline

• Decline

• Decline
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• Expect
losses

(ROCG)
Recent trends in the credit union industry indicate traits of both a mature business as well as some
characteristics of decline. The credit union world has changed dramatically since its peak in the 1970’s. In
1969, 23,866 credit unions operated in the US. At the end of 2007 that number dropped to 8396, representing
a 65% decline in less than forty years. Mergers have reduced the numbers by more than 200 credit unions
each year. During the period of 1971-2006, there were 11,967 mergers and the pace is quickening.
Following a similar trend, the percent of membership growth has declined. During peak years in the 70’s,
membership grew at an average pace of 6.7% per year while population growth declined to reach current
levels of less than 1%. In 2007, the credit union national average growth rate was 1.2% only slightly ahead of
population growth.(CUNA)
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The number of credit unions in the US has been declining since their peak in 1969. Very few new
credit unions are started due to the growing sophistication of product offerings & heavy regulatory
requirements. At the same time, mergers have become commonplace. In recent years, credit unions
are merging at a rate of more than 200 each year.
New pressures continue to challenge the credit union business model. One such is the National Credit Union
Share Insurance Funds (NCUIF) bailout plan announce in February 2009. Even before the effects of the
NCUIF bailout, the return on average assets (ROAA) for credit unions has been on the decline.(CUNA) The
cost of additional insurance premiums will further erode capital positions in the upcoming years. An eroding
capital position may be a sign that the credit union industry has reached some level of decline.
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In the last decade ROAA numbers have been declining contributing to an erosion of capital for
many credit unions.
In recent years credit unions have also experienced an increase in operational expenses that have contributed
to lower ROAAs. Increased costs in employee benefits as well as an emphasis on vendor due diligence and
other regulatory requirements have contributed to higher compliance costs. Many credit unions have had to
invest in IT infrastructure to combat more frequent data breaches and compliance with disaster recovery
plans.(CUNA)
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Operational expenses have fluctuated for credit unions but trends lines show expenses are on the
increase since 2003. Increased emphasis on vendor management and information technology has
impacted many credit unions’ bottom line.
Utilizing competitive alliances to gain competitive advantages is not new to the credit union industry. Several
existing models provide convincing proof of concept:




Credit union structures in other countries exemplify collaboration. The Desjardin model in Canada
exemplifies the benefits of large-scale collaboration. The model combines back-office operations as
well as some front-end functions. The shared federation offers savings and investments, financing,
insurance, business services such as payroll, cash management, international services, product
development, centralized marketing, advisory and watchdog services. Although the credit unions
share many resources, individual credit unions maintain their identity. (Bouchard)
In the US, several credit unions have created an alliance. Open Technology Solutions is collaboration
CUSO that was formed in June 2003. There are now four member credit unions: Bethpage Federal
Credit Union and Bellco Credit Union, First Tech Credit Union and SECU Credit Union. The initial
program combined IT departments with the end goal of creating scale. The collaboration efforts
were successful in several key areas: meeting cost reduction and service
targets, faster to market
with new product development, and the success became a catalyst in other collaborative areas such as
account opening, call center operations, consolidating pricing. According to Bethpage’s CEO, each
credit union saved a minimum of $1.2 in non-employee cost savings by collaborating on data
processing functions. (Kordeleski)
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The cooperative philosophy of credit unions has been successful in generating many existing web site
and resources that utilize the collaborative spirit such as CUNA listservs, CU Answers,
EverythingCU. In addition to informational sites, many CUSO have been spawn by credit unions
working together.



In 2008, on behalf of the Filene Research Institute, SchellingPoint conducted a survey of over 150
credit union executives, consultant, vendors and trade association related to the credit union industry
to determine if there is a business case for large scale collaboration. Our team interviewed Timothy
Chambers of SchellingPoint to obtain his viewpoint on credit union collaboration after analyzing the
collected responses. A summary of key concepts indicate that although large scale collaboration is
not compelling enough to warrant industry wide participation, the concept may be tailored to fit the
current need.

Environmental Scan
Research of websites which positioned themselves as collaborative proved that the concept of matching
credit unions was unique. Although there are several that focus on information sharing and information
exchange, not one offered the mechanism for partnering up with credit unions on cost sharing or shared
purchasing. Most of the sites are general purpose forums, blogs or broad collaborative applications. None are
specifically designed to provide match criteria as indicted in the following table.
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Outside of the credit union industry, however, there are sites that facilitate partnerships similar to the
eHarmony model. They also feature a reputation or incentive model, such as the “heart rewards”
suggested with CU Harmony. (Chambers)


Amazon “reviewers” get points for frequent reviews and are also rated by the audience as the
helpfulness of the review.



eBay sellers and buyers provide and receive feedback on both their trustworthiness and quality of
the interaction. Regardless of the product, the experience of the interaction is measured.



SlashDot’s model has been used frequently. People who are perceived as adding quality
commentary earn status as their comment “rises to the top.” They then earn moderator status to
further improve the quality of the comments.

Incorporation of the techniques employed by other, successful web presences will serve to strengthen
credit union ties to the CU Harmony site and thereby increase usage and value.
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Solution

This screen displays the view that an anonymous user will see when they first come to CU Harmony as
an unregistered user. They are able to view the summary of the listings that others have placed on the
site, but they are unable to view any details. Luckily, registration is self-service and free. Anonymous users
can view summary level information, perform searches and filter listings, but they are unable to place a
listing themselves, respond in any way, view the detail or use any of the advanced tools for collaboration.
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CU Harmony uses a self-registration process. Only a few fields are required to establish your account. An
email will immediately be sent to you with an activation link. Within the body of the email is the
agreement and policy for the site. It states that you are agreeing to the terms and conditions by activating
your account. The terms and conditions are simple and straight-forward.
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Here is the view after you activate your account and become a registered user of CU Harmony. You can
now click on “View” below each summary to get more detail. Also note that the right panel has changed
to display account information as well as a place for advertisements or well-wishers to place an ad. CU
Harmony, though inexpensive to operate, can use advertising revenue to help support the site. It is
important that the content of listings not be polluted by advertisements. Listings are for collaboration,
advertising space is reserved for advertisements.
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When you click on a listing to get more detailed information, this is the screen you will see. It is very
simple to communicate your interest in the listing to a potential collaboration partner. Simply click on the
green button that says “I’m Interested, Please Contact Me!” If you have a question about the listing, you
can click on the question mark icon and type in your question. If you prefer to just bookmark the item,
click “Add this to my watch list only, I’ll keep tabs”. You can then follow the item by clicking the “I’m
Watching” button on the upper menu. Also note that advertisements share space with ‘collaboration
champions’. These profiles are randomly displayed throughout the site.
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This screen follows the selection of the green button that says “I’m Interested, Please Contact Me!” You
can optionally add text to your message, or you can leave it blank and it will generate a generic message to
be sent to the individual that offered the item. Once you post the message, it will appear in your top
menu bar under “Messages” and will immediately send a message to the listing party. Collaboration with
the few clicks of a mouse, isn’t it wonderful??!!
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Following through the workflow from the prior slide, here is a sample of a message. Unlike the view
above, the listing party’s identity is not revealed until they respond back to your inquiry. This allows the
owner of an item to determine whether they want to engage with the responder. However, once a dialog
has gone back and forth, the user name will appear on the message. You can hover the mouse over the
user name to get more details on the individual.
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This screen illustrates the result set of a search. The style of the search is very intuitive. Fill in the search
term, select the categories you want to examine (ALL is the default) and punch the button. It
automatically searches titles and descriptions. Easy, peasy if you pleasy! (Why does that Todd guy keep
showing up on the site??)
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Speaking of simple, here is all there is to adding a new offer to the site. On the prior screen, it is assumed
that you clicked “Create New”. Now give the item a title, a description and tag it with a category or so.
Done! Now everybody on the site can review your item. You could be connecting to dozens of other
collaborators within a short time. While others might be thinking for weeks about how to get an idea out
to the marketplace, you did it in under a minute. Pat yourself on the back and pour another ‘cup of Joe’!
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The left navigation bar provides a quick filter to all of the listings on the site. If you are just in a
compliance sort of mind frame one day, then just click the compliance button and viola!
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Here is the skills input/edit screen. It probably looks very familiar if you looked at the listings page. A
skill is a special type of listing. It stays hidden unless people are actually looking for it. Skills works thusly:
If you have knowledge or resource that you are willing to share with another CU, list it here. When
someone is looking for a resource with certain skills, they will perform a search and your item will be
displayed. The idea is that credit union ‘A’ gets hit by the regulator for poor compliance policies and
procedures. The CU decides they will see if someone out there can help them organize and set up a
function. They search, your listing comes up and they click the “I’m Interested, Please Contact Me!”
button. It gets the coversation started.
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Now it’s time to show off the advanced features of the site. If you click on the “Manage My Account”
link in the blue box in the upper right, you will see several aspects of your account. In the first 3 groups
are the basics: General Characteristics, a Password and a Credit Union Organization. You can change any
of these values by clicking “Edit” next to each. Below that is an area called “Hats I Wear”. This allows
you to categorize your job responsibilities so you can connect with others on the site that have similar
responsibilities or interests. In the next group, is a set of skills that you have and wish to share with
others. We’ll show that in more detail on the next page. The section is “Preferences”. This is where you
can set up ‘push content’. For example, if someone clicks on your listing and responds to it, do you want
to be notified? The last section allows you to upload an image.
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It is simple to keep track of your collaborative activity. Use the blue buttons across the top of the page.
Here we have clicked on “I’ve Listed”. We can see the normal offers as well as any special skills that this
user has initiated. Notice also that besides the “View” option, there is an “Update” and a “Delete”
option. You can easily maintain your listings. Every item listed generates a collaboration point, as does
responses. Soon you will earn hearts, as our champion collaborator has done above. Now everyone in
CU Land will know you as a great collaborator. You will be loved, valued and admired by others! And
where does this all take place? CU Harmony…of course!!
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If you noticed on prior screens, there was a button in the right margin that said, “Click Here to Find
Collaborative Partners”. Well, this is one of those options. Suppose you are looking for credit unions that
meet a specific criteria. This is the place to do bulk searches of NCUA 5300 data that is sorted neatly
inside a data base. Query Builder is a complex and powerful tool for finding credit unions with which you
can partner. It even supports ‘short hand’ ways of inputting criteria so you don’t have to count all those
zeroes!
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And now you see the results of query builder. From this screen, you can delve into each credit union
more specifically and pull up more detailed information. You can also save this list under a name and
create a list of partners to which you want to direct a private listing. (OK, Kevin, you’ve appeared enough
times, we get the fact that you are a champion collaborator, give someone else a chance!)
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This screen gives you an idea of the level of detail available on a credit union. The left menu allows you
to apply different lenses to potential partners. Simply mouse over the “Detail” label and you will be
rewarded with more information in the form of a chart and tab.
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“Power Searching” is also available if you want to generate a list of credit unions or individuals based on
a single search term. You can search on credit unions as well as individuals. Results can be saved under a
‘named list’ that you can use to generate private listings.
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MEMBER BENEFITS
As credit unions continue to compete in the open financial arena and provide innovative products and
services, as well as maintain operational efficiencies, leveraging resources and existing intelligences
becomes paramount to attracting and serving credit union members. Although the use of CU Harmony
and impact to credit union members is somewhat indirect, the benefits of the tool are evident when
experienced credit union representatives come together to share ideas and gain insight, in a spirit of
collaboration.
Members ultimately benefit when a marketing director creates a new campaign strategy and is able to
reduce the costs, by sharing the design with other credit unions in other regions. When a credit union
manager can collaborate with other credit unions in the same state to gather data assure regulatory
compliance, credit unions members receive safer, more secure access to the account information. As
collaboration between professionals increases, the industry and members all benefit.

CREDIT UNION BENEFITS
Benefits of the collaboration concept
To compete in a mature market, credit unions have to find ways to become more efficient. Mergers are
often considered an effective way to create economies but frequently do not meet expectations due to the
costs associated with merging technologies and operations, the time it takes to reduce staffing levels, and
employee benefit payouts.
Collaboration between existing organizations has proven to create some of the efficiencies without the
resources required for full scale integration.









Reduce the costs of operating expenses – By sharing systems, human resources, and leveraging
partnerships to negotiate pricing, credit unions can create economies of scale in a relatively short
period of time.
Shared risk mitigation – A tougher regulatory environment requires credit unions to spend more
resources to ensure compliance, fraud prevention, and training. Shared review and resources can
provide for greater diligence, better monitoring systems, and adherence to regulatory
requirements. Alliances also spread the risk of investment.
Focus on strategy – Shared resources can reduce the amount of time processing routine services
and allow more time to create and develop strategic plans.
Complimentary resources and knowledge sharing – Credit unions can increase their access to
specialized talent by pooling resources. Large and small credit unions alike are able to take
advantage of employees with specialized skills or experienced personnel.
Better overall service levels - Collaboration increases accuracy, creates consistency and process
efficiency thereby leading to increases in the level of service being provided. In a highly
competitive financial marketplace, consumers continue to increase their expectations for service.
Sharing of excess capacity – During down cycles, collaboration allows credit unions to share
their resources, maintaining the need for employees to work in challenging environments or gain
useful experience.
Speed to market and market position – Shared resources decreases the amount of time it takes to
bring new products or services to market, saving money and increasing product penetration.
Sustainable value in developing efficiencies creates competitive advantages in the marketplace.

The use of CU Harmony will become automatic, as the use of social networking tools becomes more
accepted and commonplace in today’s business culture. CU Harmony allows credit union professionals
the opportunity to easily collaborate with others throughout the world. This venue assists those working
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on projects, seeking advice or sharing best practices. The platform also creates the possibility for users to
develop new products and services globally. The CU Harmony tool provides a vehicle to create and
establish long term relationships which can be profitable and beneficial for the credit unions involved.
Making an introduction is simple.
CU Harmony, like on-line dating, reduces the awkwardness of making that first introduction and quickly
establishes common ground, which saves time in order to get right to the collaboration process.
Establishing common connections
Just like searching a dating site for profiles of those with the same traits and characteristics, CU Harmony
provides users with a quick reference to individuals with common goals. Credit union professionals can
make the right connection, straightforward and uncomplicated.
Creating meaningful collaboration
Once the introduction has been made and common interests established, CU Harmony also provides a
medium to collaborate. Messages can to prioritized and other users invited into the collaborative process
when needed.

TARGET MARKET
The target market for the CU Harmony concept extends to those credit unions willing to assist one
another, while providing support and information in a spirit of collaboration. Since CU Harmony is
designed to facilitate meaningful collaboration, all credit union professionals can benefit from finding a
credit union match to share resources and develop long term partnerships across the world. No matter
what size of the credit union or what position of the individual, CU Harmony can assist in creating
alliances to gain competitive advantages within the credit union industry.

OPERATIONAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Operationally, CU Harmony must be viewed from two perspectives, the credit union and the site itself.
For credit unions, there are no adverse operational considerations or risks. Any credit union can simply
go to the site and determine how best to use it to meet their needs. The model calls for no costs to
participate. The anticipated results will actually save credit unions time and money and could also reduce
risk as in the case of shared compliance resources.
The site itself requires more oversight. It will be necessary to identify and owner/sponsor to take on the
maintenance and monitoring of the site. Several areas of monitoring requirements have been identified:





Routine maintenance, resolving of customer service inquiries, and database and content
monitoring.
Collection of user feedback and creation/implementation of updated features.
Assure only credit unions are registering and that it is being used only for the purpose intended.
Preservation of neutrality. The site should be open to any and all credit union collaborations, but
closed to vendors or other special interest groups.

A necessary, initial step is the renaming of the site to assure no trademark infringement with eHarmony.
The name will play an important role in the success of the site. It must be evocative of the purpose of
facilitating true collaboration in the industry. Once the site is up and running, building the user base
could be challenging, but relatively inexpensive, if the suggested marketing tactics are employed.
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PROOF OF CONCEPT
Due to the time dedicated to build the web site, our team was not able roll out the concept to credit
unions prior to required reporting. Consideration has been given to our next steps for product roll out
and the measurements for the proof of concept:
Data collection:

Number of registered users

Number of hits to the site

Usage of each area

Number of collaborations in each specific areas

Number of credit unions participating

Downloads of materials

Summary of the size of credit unions using the site to determine if the target market should be
reassessed or material needs to be changed to meet the market need

Review of feedback from users

Review of testimonials

GETTING STARTED
Getting started is easy. You’re invited to login, look around, and provide feedback on how this tool may
be further developed. Simply:
1. Navigate to http://harmony.nextworks.org/.
2. Login with user name: demo, password: test. Or, create your own unique user name and
password. If you choose this option, you’ll receive an activation email to confirm your account.
3. Explore the site. You can create a new listing and look at current listings. Remember, this is just
a sample site so feel free to click around.
4. After exploring the prototype, click on “Feedback” to be included in future correspondence
about the site development.

APPENDICES
A. Marketing Tactics
Marketing Buzz takes on a life of its own. There is not one way to get people talking or interested, but
there are some venues that may be more effective than others. Social networking is key to the marketing
plan. If a new site is viable and considered worthwhile, it will get attention.
Following are some suggested marketing tactics for introducing CU Harmony:






Word of mouth marketing through “share with a credit union friend” option on the site.
Twitter Launch.
This social networking site utilizes a micro-blog format and is currently one of the most effective
ways to get the word out. The most prominent credit union bloggers use Twitter to keep in
contact and spread information and/or links to websites they find useful and interesting. It
garners the attention of a lot of people at once. With a limit of 140 characters or less per post,
the message is fast, concise and has the potential to get people “talking” about the site.
Press release Follow-up. An approach that has been observed in introducing a new product or
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service is to post first on Twitter then follow up with a press release. Some companies offer a
special discount or incentive to those people on Twitter or Facebook. Recently, a Personal
Financial Management site, Geezeo, “tweetred” that they were going to “white label” their site
and announced this on Twitter, asking people to look for the press release soon. The message
got “re-tweeted” several times, meaning that other users sent it to their followers who may not
have been on that thread.
Credit Union Periodicals (CU Times, CU Journal, CU Magazine, etc.).
Refer a Friend button on the CU Harmony website.
Blog posts.
Humorous/clever video posts to YouTube.
Facebook. The site can be put on a Fan Page with a description and people can opt to become a
fan.
Filene website.
Opensourcecu.com Blog. From the website: We believe that the public – members and non-members alike
– needs a better understanding of credit unions, and that it’s the responsibility of credit unions themselves to
provide that education.
Direct mail pieces to state leagues for distribution

B. Pro Forma
CU Harmony is designed with an altruistic vision for the benefit of credit unions who wish to collaborate
with others. It is not expected that credit unions will be charged to utilize the website or take advantage
of its tools. It is expected that CU Harmony will be run at a slight loss or break even. Estimated costs for
running the services on behalf of the credit union industry are included in this section.
Revenue
The revenue model for CU Harmony is based on revenue derived by advertisements. This is an optional
feature that can be disabled. The software is designed with a simple advertisement engine that allows a
randomly selected advertisement with a link to the sponsor's web site. Advertisements appear in the right
margin of the site. The advertisement subsystem can track number of views served, and number of clickthroughs. Each advertisement supports a starting date and an expiration date for the ad. The preferred
format is an image (jpg, gif or png format that is 235 pixels square. There is no billing module built into
the system, but it is recommended that a flat fee per month be charged for advertisements rather than
charging by views or click-throughs in such a small market.
However, advertising is a double-edged sword. If users of the site feel as though it is associated too
strongly with a commercial enterprise, it is less likely to be considered a trusted, independent destination
for collaboration.
Advertisements could also take the form of support for the site and not an endorsement for a particular
event, product, service or commercial enterprise. For example, could the costs to run the site be offset by
well-wishers? Here the idea is that someone or some entity could congratulate credit unions for 100 years
of service or a specific credit union for an accomplishment.
The pro forma is based on ad charges of $250/month and 5 different ads. As volume of users increases,
this is increased by 25% per year.
Expenses
Costs to run the site include hosting fees, programming and management. It is not believed that a
dedicated server is required. So selection of a hosting facility that can offer the following minimums will
help to establish a more fixed cost approach to operating the site:
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Hosting Minimum Requirements:

Operating System: Linux - the system has only been tested on Linux, although it can conceivably
run in a Windows environment at a slightly higher cost.

Application Environment: Ruby on Rails Version 2.2.2

Database Environment: MySQL - the system has been tested on version 4.1.22

Daily Backup of database.

Contracted uptime and performance.

Ability to administer the site through SSH in order to review logs, update NCUA 5300 data, etc.
Initial hosting costs are projected at about $200 per month or less for rental of server, disk and
networking at a data center. The cost of this service includes maintenance of operating system and
application system dependencies/upgrades, unattended daily backup and four hour response time for
support issues during the work week. Naturally, more elaborate accommodations and better support can
be purchased for additional cost.
Programming Resources
Like most software applications, CU Harmony will need occasional programming resources to patch
bugs, create enhancements and update the 5300 data sources on an annual basis. The skill set required is a
Ruby on Rails programmer with Linux operating system and MySQL experience. Knowledge of the
format of the NCUA 5300 call report data is a plus.
Such a resource will charge an hourly rate of $100 and work 2 hours per month.
Site Management
Management of the site is a function of how it is configured, any abuse of the site and any investigation
that needs to occur. For example, if the site is established with the moderate feature, then every item
listed must be reviewed and released by a site administrator. On the other hand, if the moderated site
feature is switched off, there may be postings that are inappropriate and will need review. The site
manager will also negotiate with sponsors to get commitments for advertisements.
Approximately 1.5 hours per day will be necessary for monitoring and maintaining an active site. At an
hourly rate of $50 for this duty the monthly cost is $1500.
An 8.75-year projection of revenue and expenses is displayed below (attached as a separate spreadsheet).
Although the site takes a long time to reach a cost neutral plateau, the annual expenses are not
exceptionally large. Again, the concept is that this site will be run on an altruistic basis. The site is cash
flow positive in early 2015 and profitable by mid-2017.
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C. Report and Phone Interview Summary
(Brouchard and Kordeleski)
Small scale collaboration:
Credit unions do see the benefits in the smaller scale (1-2 credit unions) but not large scale; in particular the
idea is popular with the smaller credit unions and mid-size credit unions.
Areas credit unions are most likely to collaborate:
Areas with no direct member value were considered safe such as Compliance, purchasing, and internal audit.
Areas that could impact the ability to gain members (the member experience) were not safe such as call
centers. In general credit unions were concerned about control related to ego, adaptability, and brand identity)
Incentives that would encourage collaboration:
Collaboration could be driven by several factors:

A neutral team to provide unbiased consulting advice

An evaluation process to assist smaller credit unions in reviewing their processes for efficiencies

A set of best practices to collaborate

Provide standards for judgment/metrics that credit unions could use to contrast against their peer
group to assist in evaluation
Collaboration catalysts:

Reducing operating expense ratios.

Routine process outsourcing allows a credit union to focus on growth areas and strategy.

Collaborations allow focus on better or additional services to offer members - less focus on generic
back office processes.

Collaboration can provide access to specialized talent (legal counsel, human resource expertise,
compliance, and audit services).

Collaborators enjoy risk mitigation by sharing expertise and widening their support network for
critical albeit essential functions.

Organizations that collaborate improve accuracy, process consistency, and reduce errors leading to
increased member satisfaction and better efficiencies.

Collaborators can share excess capacity - both their staff and their technology resources.
D. Resources
Bouchard, Lucie. Desjardins Group: The Largest Financial Cooperative Group in Canada – The Federated Concept.
Presented at the Large Scale Credit Union Collaboration Colloquium, August 9, 2007 at the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania. http://filene.org/publications/detail/connecting-the-dots-on-creditunion-collaboration-a-colloquium-at-the-wharton-school
Chambers, Timothy, SchellingPoint, LLC. Personal phone interview conducted on October 28, 2008.
CUNA website:
http://advice.cuna.org/econ/member/cu_trends.html
Kordeleski,Kirk. Aligning Large Credit Union Operations. Presented at the Large Scale Credit Union
Collaboration Colloquium, August 9, 2007 at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
http://filene.org/publications/detail/connecting-the-dots-on-credit-union-collaboration-a-colloquium-at-thewharton-school
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ROCG website:
www.rocg.com/.../ArticleDetail.aspx?p=357&id=76

PROJECT TEAM
Filene i3 is a creative group of insightful and energetic credit unions professional who develop new ideas,
innovate, and implement for the benefit of the credit union system. Please visit filene.org/home/innovation
or email innovation@filene.org to learn more. The team members who developed this idea are:
C. Lee Brice
Desert Schools Federal Credit Union
Phoenix, AZ
lee.brice@desertschools.org

Kevin Johns
TruWest Credit Union
Austin, TX
kjohns@truwest.org

Mary Dolan
Maine State Credit Union
Augusta, ME
mdolan@mainestatecu.org

Todd Marksberry
Delta Community Credit Union
Atlanta, GA
todd.marksberry@deltacommunitycu.com

Caroline Redmann
Heritage Credit Union
Madison, WI
caroliner@heritagecu.org

Charles W. White Jr.
Members United Corporate CU
Albany, NY
Charlie.White@membersunited.org
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